Teaching and Coaching Fundamentals Online
Frequently Asked Questions

1. How long does the course take to complete?
   a. 1 ½ - 2 hours
2. How do I register?
   a. Follow the link in the registration confirmation email
      https://learn.teamusa.org/training/index/brand/us-sailing
3. How long is the final exam?
   a. 35 questions
4. What score do I need to pass?
   a. A score of 80% or higher is required for passing
5. Can the course content be referenced during the test?
   a. Yes, to the course content is accessible to refer to during the test.
6. What happens if I do not pass?
   a. Another test will be generated so that candidates can re-take it. There are unlimited attempts
7. What should I do with my course certificate?
   a. Provide proof of completion to the Instructor at the start of the course
      i. Electronic copy is preferred.
8. How can I get a copy of my course completion certificate?
   a. Sign in to learn.teamusa.org
9. Will the course show up in “My US Sailing” and on my membership card?
   a. COMING SOON (Thanks Andrew!)
10. What happens if I don’t complete Teaching & Coaching Fundamentals Online prior to the in-person course?
    a. A plan of improvement will be issued for the written test portion
    b. Proof of completion must be sent to RachelReagan@ussailing.org to resolve the POI